We experimentally investigate dissociative double ionization of CO by a phase-controlled orthogonal twocolor (OTC) laser pulse. Directional breaking of doubly ionized CO as a function of both kinetic energy and emission direction of the nuclear fragments is observed in the polarization plane steered by the laser phase. It is attributed to the dominating sequential double ionization at the maximum strength and nonsequential double ionization at a relatively weak strength of the spatiotemporally shaped oscillating laser field pointing to various directions. Our results are interesting not only for two-dimensional control of directional bond breaking, but also strengthen our understanding of strong-field sequential and nonsequential double ionization of molecules which are spatiotemporally streaked to various directions and kinetic energies by an OTC laser pulse.
I. INTRODUCTION
For its important implications of steering chemical reactions [1, 2] , coherent control of directional molecular bond breaking has gotten much attention in the past decades. Carrier-envelope phase stabilized few-cycle [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] or twocolor [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] ultrashort laser pulses are powerful tools to control the directional dissociative ionization of molecules. The underlying physics varies for different kinds of molecules and ionization processes. It includes the pathway interference of the dissociating nuclear wave packets of different parities in dissociative single ionization of the simplest molecule of H 2 and its isotopes [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] . As described by the molecular Ammosov-Delone-Krainov (MO ADK) theory [21, 22] or strong-field approximation [23] , the directional bond breaking of a multielectron molecule with asymmetric orbital distribution along the molecular axis, e.g., CO, is dominated by the profile of the ionizing orbital and affected by the Stark effect [24, 25] . In addition to the selective ionization governed by the orbital shape of a spatially orientated molecule, it has been recently demonstrated that the laser coupling of various electronic states in the dissociation process also contributes to the directional breaking of singly ionized heteronuclear molecules [26] .
Most of the examples of directional control of molecular breaking were limited to one dimension with respect to the polarization direction of the laser field [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] . Although two-dimensional directional dissociation was recently demonstrated for single ionization of H 2 [27, 28] -the simplest twoelectron molecule-no observation in multielectron molecules has been reported. Here, taking CO as a prototype, we report the observation of two-dimensional directional dissociative double ionization of a multielectron molecule by using an intense phase-controlled orthogonal two-color (OTC) laser pulse. By finely tuning the relative phase of the OTC pulse, we observed directional breaking of doubly ionized CO as a function of both kinetic energy and emission direction of the nuclear fragment. It is attributed to the sequential and nonse-* jwu@phy.ecnu.edu.cn quential double ionization occurring in the spatiotemporally shaped OTC pulse by laser fields pointing to various directions with different instantaneous strengths.
II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND RESULTS
We performed the experimental measurements in an ultrahigh-vacuum reaction microscope setup of cold target recoil ion momentum spectroscopy (COLTRIMS) [29, 30] , as schematically illustrated in Fig. 1 . The OTC laser pulse was produced in a collinear scheme [13] by frequency-doubling a near-infrared femtosecond laser pulse from a Ti:sapphire amplifier (25 fs, 790 nm, 10 kHz) in a 150-μm-thick β-barium borate (BBO) crystal. The time lag between the fundamental-wave (FW, polarized along the y axis) and the second-harmonic (SH, polarized along the z axis) fields was compensated using a birefringent α-BBO crystal. The relative phase φ L between the FW and SH waves of the OTC pulse is continuously varied by scanning the inset of a pair of fused-silica wedges. The produced OTC pulses were afterwards focused onto the supersonic molecular beam by a concave reflection mirror (f = 75 mm) inside the apparatus. The supersonic molecular beam was produced by coexpanding a mixture of 10% CO and 90% He through a 30-μm nozzle under a driving pressure of 1.0 bar. The laser intensities of FW and SH fields in the interaction region were estimated to be I FW = 1.2 × 10 14 W/cm 2 and I SH = 0.5 × 10 14 W/cm 2 , respectively. The photon ionization created ions were accelerated and guided by a weak homogeneous static electric field to be detected by a time and position sensitive detector [31] at the end of the spectrometer. The background count rate is about 40 counts per second and the count rate of the ion detector in our measurement is about 3000 counts per second (0.3 ions per laser shot). Three-dimensional momenta of the detected ions were retrieved from the measured time of flights and positions of the impacts on the detector during the offline analysis.
As compared to the nondissociative CO 2+ , here we focus on the dissociative double ionization channel (C + , O + ), i.e., CO + n ω → C + + O + + 2e, for which the directional breaking of the molecule can be deduced from the emission direction of the ionic fragment of C + (or O + ) by assuming negligible To qualify the directional emission of C + from the (C + , O + ) channel in the polarization plane, we define the asymme-
is the measured yield of C + with momentum (p y ,p z ) at the laser phase φ L of the OTC pulse. The asymmetry parameter is positive if C + is preferred to emit to φ C+ = arctan(p z /p y ) and negative if C + is preferred to emit to φ C+ + 180
• at the laser phase of φ L . The electric field of the OTC pulse can be written as
The maximum asymmetry of the electric field vector occurs at φ L = 0 or φ L = π , as shown in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b), similar to the parallel polarized two-color laser field. The electric field is symmetric along the FW field, but asymmetric with respect to the SH field. By tuning the laser phase φ L , the OTC field will be spatiotemporally shaped to have different strengths along various directions, allowing us to distinguish different ionization dynamics occurring within a femtosecond laser pulse.
Figures 2(c) and 2(d) display the asymmetry A sy (p y ,p z ) of directional emission of C + from the (C + , O + ) channel in the y-z plane at φ L = 0 and φ L = π , respectively. As compared to the one-dimensional steering by a parallel polarized twocolor laser field, rich asymmetry structures depending on the emission direction and magnitude of the momentum of the nuclear fragments in the two-dimensional space are observed. The A sy (p y ,p z ) is up-down asymmetry and left-right mirrored at a given laser phase, which is reversed when the laser phase is changed by π . More interestingly, the asymmetric emission of C + also relies on the magnitude of the momentum of the nuclear fragments even along the same emission direction. For instance, around φ C+ = -45
• , the emitted fragments in 
the high-and low-momentum ranges are completely out of phase. It indicates that the phase-controlled OTC pulse allows us to steer directional breaking of the molecule along two spatial dimensions as a function of time.
To get a comprehensive view of the spatiotemporal steering of the directional bond breaking, we retrieved the contrast amplitude A 0 and phase φ 0 of the asymmetry as a function of the laser phase of the OTC pulse by fitting the φ L -dependent asymmetry with the formula A sy (φ L ) = Y 0 + A 0 cos(φ L + φ 0 ) for each momentum pixel (p y ,p z ) [27] . It nicely suppresses the laser phase insensitive background, i.e., the dissociative ionization induced solely by the FW or SH field. The contrast amplitude A 0 gives the strength or modulation depth of the asymmetry driven by the OTC pulse. The phase φ 0 (phase-ofphase) reflects the direction of the asymmetric breaking of the doubly ionized molecule, i.e., emission direction of C + from the (C + , O + ) channel, with respect to the vector of the laser field. For instance, the preferred breaking of a CO molecule with C orientating along φ C+ and φ C+ + 180
• will result in a change of π of the retrieved phase φ 0 .
Figures 3(a) and 3(b) exhibit the amplitude A 0 and phase φ 0 of the φ L -dependent asymmetry A sy . Depending on the emission direction and kinetic energy release (KER) of the nuclear fragments, the asymmetry is distinguished into three regions as denoted in Fig. 3(a) , i.e., the region A with KER between 3.0 and 6.5 eV around φ C+ = ±45
• and ±135
• , the region B with KER between 8.0 and 13.0 eV around φ C+ = ±90
• , and the region C with KER between 10.0 and 13.0 eV around φ C+ = ±15
• and ±165
• . The normalized yield of the measured (C + , O + ) channel as a function of KER (or the momentum) of the nuclear fragments is shown in Fig. 4(a) . The fitted amplitude and phase of the asymmetry of three different regions integrated over the corresponding KERs are plotted in Figs. 3(c) and 3(d) as a function of φ C+ . Here two one-dimensional spectra of φ C+ integrated over different KERs for laser phase φ L and φ L + π are used to calculate the asymmetry, which is afterwards numerically fitted to obtain • or ±180 • is observed since there is no SH component along the FW field for the OTC pulse. The A 0 is mirrored by φ C+ = 0
• , but the φ 0 is shifted by π for CO molecule with C orientating along φ C+ and φ C+ + 180
• . The KER-and φ C+ -dependent asymmetry of the directional emission of C + indicates different double ionization dynamics steered by the spatiotemporally shaped OTC pulse.
III. DISCUSSIONS
In strong laser fields, double ionization of atoms and molecules occurs via either sequential or nonsequential processes by releasing two electrons one after the other or simultaneously. The nonsequential double ionization (NSDI) was proposed to understand the unexpected enhanced double ionization rate [32] [33] [34] [35] and the correlated dynamics of two freed electrons of their momenta [36] [37] [38] [39] and kinetic energies [40] [41] [42] . In general, the NSDI is preferred at modest laser intensity assisted by the electron rescattering [32] [33] [34] [35] 41] , while the sequential double ionization (SDI) dominates at high laser intensity where two electrons can be released directly by the field in the sequential manner without the requisition of rescattering. For an intense ultrashort laser pulse, SDI and NSDI may occur at different instants within the laser pulse due to the temporal evolution of the field strength. Although both the SDI and NSDI occur, the eventual observation mainly reflects the dominating process and the subordinate one is hard to identify. Interestingly, the OTC pulse allows us to steer the electron dynamics in both time and space domains [43, 44] , opening the possibility to distinguish the SDI and NSDI of molecules occurring within an intense ultrashort laser pulse. Controlled by the laser phase, the instantaneous field strength of the OTC pulse evolves as a function of both time and space, i.e., the field strength varies as it points to different directions. For instance, at φ L = 0 the instantaneous field strength of the OTC pulse is estimated to be ∼1.7 × 10 14 W/cm 2 when it points to 33
• or 147
• , and 0.5 × 10 14 W/cm 2 when it points to -90
• . It is consistent with the dominating emission of slow C + to the angles of -180
• < φ C+ < -120
• and -60 Fig. 2(c) or region A denoted in Fig. 3(a) , since CO is more likely to be ionized by a laser field pointing from C to O along the molecular axis [45, 46] . Our measurements using a linearly polarized femtosecond pulse confirm that the (C + , O + ) double ionization channel is mostly produced for molecules orientating parallel to the field direction. The high laser intensity favors the SDI of CO with molecular axis along the field direction; i.e., the first ionization-created CO + stretches to a large internuclear distance where the second electron is released. The Coulomb explosion of this stretched molecule results in slow nuclear fragments with KER smaller than 6 eV as shown in Fig. 3(a) . Inversely proportional to the internuclear distance of the Coulomb explosion [47] , the KER of the nuclear fragments has been used to determine the structure of molecules [48] [49] [50] [51] [52] [53] [54] and to reveal strong-field ionization dynamics of molecules [42] . For explosive double ionization with a Coulomb potential of 1/R (in atomic units), the Coulomb explosion of the stretched molecule occurs at internuclear distances between 4.5 and 9.0 a.u. for the slow fragments with KERs between 3 and 6 eV. On the other hand, the relatively weak instantaneous field pointing to -90
• favors the breaking CO molecule via NSDI at short internuclear distances (2.1-3.0 a.u. for KERs between 9 and 13 eV) by simultaneously releasing two electrons within a short time interval, leading to fast C + emitting to 90
• as shown in Fig. 2(c) [or the region B denoted in Fig. 3(a) ]. Similarly, the asymmetric emission of fast C + in region C is mainly produced via the NSDI by a relatively weak laser field pointing close to 0
• or 180
• . As shown in Fig. 4(a) , the NSDI yield at high KER (9-13 eV) produced by a weak laser field is much lower than the SDI yield at low KER (3-6 eV) generated by a strong laser field. The yield ratio of the (C + , O + ) channel between the high (9-13 eV) and low (3-6 eV) KERs is less than 28%, which agrees with previous measurements that the explosive double ionization channel is mainly accessed via the SDI [55] . As the intermediate (transition) region between the high and low KERs asymmetry between 6.5 and 8 eV is hardly observed as shown in Fig. 3(a) . Therefore, the spatiotemporally shaped OTC laser pulse distinguishes the SDI and NSDI of CO into the directional emission of fast and slow C + along various directions in the polarization plane.
The NSDI can occur via either the recollision-induced excitation with subsequent ionization [56, 57] or the (e, 2e) process [38, 41] depending on the return energy of the rescattering electron. We analyzed the trajectory of a directly emitted electron in the OTC pulse by numerically solving two-dimensional Newton's equations of the motion of the liberated electron. The electron is tunneled at an initial exit given by (y,z) = −I p /|E(t)| 2 [E y (t),E z (t)] with zero longitudinal momentum and transverse momentum distribution calculated by the ADK theory [58, 59] , where I p is the single ionization potential of CO. It afterwards propagates in a modeled Coulomb potential of V (y,z) = -1/(y 2 + z 2 + α) 1/2 , where the soft-core parameter is set as α = 0.6 a.u. [60] . The calculated rescattering probability of the electron as a function of the return energy at the recolliding time is displayed in Fig. 4(b) . Here, we only selected the trajectory in which the electron has passed the parent ion (represented by a charge point located at the origin of the coordinates) at a distance smaller than 7 a.u. so that it potentially could lead to the double ionization following the recollision. A "recollision" distance of 5 a.u. was used in the trajectory analysis of the NSDI of argon atom [35] . We numerically confirmed that the using of recollision distances between 5 and 8 a.u. led to similar return energy spectra in our simulations. More than 10 5 trajectories of electrons emitted at different instants within the OTC pulse of different laser phases φ L over 2π were launched in our calculation. As shown in Fig. 4(b) , the return energy of the rescattering electron is widely distributed between 7 and 32 eV. For the ionization potential of CO + at 27 eV (denoted by the dashed green line), about 24% of rescattering electrons have return energy larger than the ionization threshold of the molecular ion and may directly kick out a second electron via the (e, 2e) process, while the return energy of 76% rescattering electrons is smaller than the ionization threshold. We hence expect that the NSDI in our experiment is mostly accessed via the recollision-induced excitation with subsequent ionization.
IV. CONCLUSION
In summary, we report experimental observation of twodimensional directional breaking of a doubly ionized CO molecule by controlling the phase of an intense OTC laser pulse. The energy-and angle-resolved directional emission of the nuclear fragments driven by the spatiotemporally shaped OTC pulse allows us to get deep insights of the complicated strong-field dynamics of molecules. In particular, the SDI and NSDI occurring within an intense laser pulse could be illustratively visualized by the retrieved amplitude and phase of the asymmetry contrast as a function of the laser phase.
